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Heaters UDEN-S - harmony of style, warmth and comfort

How do you see a modern heating system? It certainly should be convenient and affordable, economical in work, reliable 
and at the same time stylish and elegant. All these qualities are ideally combined in energy-saving heaters UDEN-S. 

Remember, you just already saw them somewhere. You could have seen them in a house with close friends, a kindergarten 
or school of your baby or perhaps, on the walls of your favorite cafe. For 10 years now we have been giving warmth and 
the beauty of hundreds of thousands of our customers throughout Ukraine. Our panels heat apartments and private 
houses, objects of social sphere and commercial real estate.

During this time, wall and ceiling models, a warm plinth and design heaters had time to fervently love not only in Ukraine. 
They also conquered the hearts of residents of Germany, Austria, Italy, Great Britain, Estonia, Poland, Bulgaria, Latvia 
and Belarus.

Equipment UDEN-S  breaks the template representation of what should be heating and it opens unlimited space 
for realization of the most daring ideas. Incarnate them together with designer heaters  this exclusive, which will become –
stylish and irreplaceable element of any interior, be it a small city apartment, a solid office 
or a respectable restaurant.

Let's create warmth and coziness together  with us it's warm and beautiful!–
                                                                 

     With love, your UDEN-S

Design-heater with hand-painted Lucrezia  in the interior« »
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Energy-saving heaters UDEN-S   – is more than 180 models of non-liquid electrical panel heaters from 100 to 700 W. 
They differ in design, size, mounting technology,
but have common bright advantages in comparison with other heating systems and are ideal for basic or additional 
heating of premises in which people are for a long time.

How heaters UDEN-S  work

The basis of the UDEN-S  equipment is the principle of direct heating of the room (no boilers, boiler rooms, pipes, pumps 
and the usual coolant). Soft rays of heat, falling on the surface of walls, floors, various objects, gradually warm them up. 
Due to the mutual exchange of heat between heated objects, air is heated. In such conditions, we feel much more comfortable 
than with convection heating, and in payment we save up to 60%!

Unique heat-storage composition

Ceramic-ceramic and ceramic-granite heaters UDEN-S  are different in design and production technology, but they possess 
one common feature - a unique natural heat accumulator in their composition.

Porcelain heaters – are monolithic 
heating panels with a density of stone 
and excellent heat storage properties 
(emit heat 20 minutes after inclusions, 
but cool during 3-4 hours without power 
consumption). They are heavy-duty, 
wear-resistant, durable and absolutely 
ecological: In production, only clean 
materials that, when heated they 
do not emit harmful substances. 
Heating element inside is protected 
by a four-layer hydro- and electrical 
insulation, which provides their safe use.

In metal-ceramic heaters consist
of a ceramic stove, obtained by a semi-dry 
pressing under high pressure with a heating 
element inside. Thanks to this, we get more 
uniform heat distribution to surfaces 
and excellent physical properties: high 
strength, electrical insulation, fire safety, 
very low moisture absorption, clear shape 
and aesthetic appearance (thickness 
of the heater is only 14 mm). From above 
panel protects the metal case. Heaters start 
to radiate heat in 5 minutes after switching 
on, and thanks to the heat accumulator 
cool in for 1.5 hours, heating the room 
without wastes of power consumption!
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We manage the heating system: comfort + saving

Heaters UDEN-S   are controlled by thermostats (thermostats), which react to the temperature air in the room. In each room 
is installed one thermostat that controls the operation located in her heating equipment (this can be as a single panel 
and several). If we are talking about Heaters , equipped with a supply wire with a plug, then as a rule, « »universal
each of them is connected by means of an individual outlet thermostat (it is inserted into a socket, and into it   ̶ a plug     
Panel).

          The thermostat provides:

Setting individual temperature in each room;

Significant energy savings   ̶  the heating system is automatically turned on and off, not spending extra kilowatts 
(with the correct calculation, the average duration of the system is not more than 5-7 hours per day for the heating 
season);

Maintenance of the minimum temperature with long-term absence of people in the room (function anti-freezing) - 
very convenient in the case of suburban, holiday cottages or at the time of holidays, business trips, because a decrease 
in temperature by 1 ° C leads to a decrease in electricity consumption by 5-7%;

Redistribution of power heaters   ̶  the heating system throughout the house will be cascaded, But not simultaneously, 
which will reduce the load on the network;

Automation of the entire heating system or individual heaters - you save your time or money for staff.

Using programmers with UDEN-S   panels, which include them only at the right time or through the necessary intervals 
of time, we get additional energy savings (up to 20-30%), the most comfortable microclimate and amazingly simple 
control of room temperature.

With the heating system UDEN-S, you can use any mechanical, electromechanical, electronic programmable 
thermostats, «mobile» thermostats (for UDEN «Universal»), time relay, «Smart House» control system, etc.

Thermo regulators, which are used in the installation of our technical specialists and who have long been tested on our sites: 
SEITRON TM 001M, terneo vt, HEAT PLUS TOP FLOOR M6.716, HEAT PLUS iTEO4. 
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Sensor programmable
Weekly thermo regulator
HEAT PLUS iTeo4

Auto programmable
weekly thermo 
regulator
HEAT PLUS TOP
FLOOR M6.716

Electromechanical 
Thermo regulator 
SEITRON TM 001M

Electromechanical thermostat
SEITRON TM 001M in the interior

Outlet thermostat terneo rz
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UDEN-700  

Rated consumption: 
Rated voltage:   
Dimensions (with fixings):
                            Width
                            Length

                         Thickness  
V heating: 
S heating at h = 2.5:
Surface temperature:
Weight: 
Installation method:                wall mounted

Wall mounted panel heaters

585-682 W
220-230 V

475 mm
978 mm
14 (35) mm
30-35 m³
12-14 m² 
80±5 С° 
11,5 kg

405-472 W
220-230 V

475 mm
800 mm
14 (35) mm

20-25 m³
8-10 m²
80±5 С° 
10,0 kg

UDEN-500  

Rated consumption:
Rated voltage:    
Dimensions (with fixings):

                         Width 
                         Length
                         Thickness  

V heating: 
S heating at h = 2.5:
Surface temperature:
Weight: 
Installation method:                wall mounted

405-472 W
220-230 V

350 mm
975 mm
14 (35) mm

20-25 m³
8-10 m²
80±5 С° 
8,0 kg

UDEN-500D  

Rated consumption:
Rated voltage:   
Dimensions (with fixings):

                         Width
                         Length
                         Thickness  

V heating: 
S heating at h = 2.5:
Surface temperature:
Weight: 
Installation method:                wall mounted

UDEN-500K

Rated consumption:
Rated voltage:   
Dimensions (with fixings):
                         Width
                         Length
                        Thickness 

V heating: 
S heating at h = 2.5:
Surface temperature:
Weight:
Installation method:              wall mounted

405-472 W
220-230 V

594 mm
594 mm
14 (35) mm

20-25 m³
8-10 m²
80±5 С° 
9,0 kg

UDEN-300

Rated consumption:
Rated voltage:   
Dimensions (with fixings):

                         Width
                         Length
                         Thickness 

V heating: 
S heating at h = 2.5:
Surface temperature:
Weight:
Installation method:             wall mounted

288-336 W
220-230 V

240 mm
975 mm
14 (35) mm

12,5-15 m³
5-6 m²
80±5 С° 
6,0 kg

UDEN-250

Rated consumption:
Rated voltage:   
Dimensions (with fixings):

                        Width
                        Length
                        Thickness 

V heating: 
S heating at h = 2.5:
Surface temperature:
Weight:
Installation method:              wall mounted

207-241 W
220-230 V

163 mm
975 mm
14 (35) mm

10-12,5 m³
4-5 m²
80±5 С° 
4,5 kg

METAL-CERAMIC HEATERS6

«standard» 
(without a cord or a  plug)

« » universal
(with a cord and a plug)

Equipment
In what cases do you use universals ? « »

 If for some reason you do not want to install 
a stationary heating system (for example, in rented 
apartments or offices). 

 As an additional heat source in already heated rooms. 

 For heating small rooms, when there is no sense 
in additional installation

UDEN  is a wall panel heater UDEN-S, which includes a supply cord (2 m long) with an electrical plug.« »universal



UDEN-500P Rated consumption:
Rated voltage:
Dimensions (with fixings):

                         Width
                         Length
                         Thickness

V heating:
S heating at h = 2.5:
Surface temperature:
Weight: 
СInstallation method:               ceiling

450-525 W
220-230 V

594 mm
594 mm
14 (35) mm

20-25 m³
8-10 m²
90±5 С° 
8,0 kg

Ceiling Panel Heaters

METAL-CERAMIC HEATERS

Foot-stand 
for heater UDEN-500 universal« »

Dimensions:   715x450x260 mm 
Material:        wood (pine), metal

Color:             pine, white 

 

Foot-stand
for the heater UDEN-700 universal« »

Dimensions:   890x445x255 mm
Material:        wood (pine), metal

On the walls there is no place for heaters? Or are you just looking for a "mobile" heater that can easily be moved from room to room? 
A foot-stand for heating panels UDEN-S   for 1 minute will transform them from wall panels to floor.

Legs-stands for heaters - convenient and beautiful!

Weight:          1 kg

Weight:          1.3 kg
Color:             pine, white 

They are ideal for heating large areas (shops, shopping centers, warehouses, stations, gas stations, etc.) or local heating of premises.

The heaters are fixed directly to the ceiling or mounted in the profile of «Armstrong». From the wall models they differ in the method 
of attachment and surface temperature (90 ± 5 °C), due to their location.
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METAL-CERAMIC HEATERS

Warm plinth

Model:                                UDEN-100         UDEN-150        UDEN-200 
Rated consumption:
Rated voltage::
Dimensions (with fixings): 

                         Width  
                         Length  
                         Thickness

V heating::      
S heating at h = 2.5:
Surface temperature:
Weight:  
Installation method:                  wall-mounted        wall-mounted       wall-mounted 

90-105 W 135-157 W

220-230 V 220-230 V

130 mm
498 mm
14 (35) mm

3,5-5 m³
1,4-2 m² 
80±5 С° 
2,0 kg

180-210 W
220-230 V

130 mm
750 mm
14 (35) mm

5-7,5 m³
2-3 m² 
80±5 С° 
3,0 kg

130 mm
998 mm
14 (35) mm

7,5-10 m³
3-4 m² 
80±5 С° 
3,5 kg

UDEN-100

UDEN-150

UDEN-200

A warm plinth is an energy-saving heater with a heat accumulator and a metal surface. 
From wall and ceiling models it differs in size, power and installation method. But its main feature - in the way of heating the premises. 
Installed along the cold wall, it directly heats it (tempers). Warm air "sticks" to the walls and slowly rises along them, creating a thermal veil 
that does not allow the cold to get into a room. The heated walls get rid of excess moisture, spend less heat outside and themselves begin 
to radiate heat. Thus, the problem of cold moist walls, corners, condensation, and fungus and mold formation is eliminated.

Save time on installation, because all elements are easily mounted, connecting with each other and through the thermostat to electricity. As 
standard, the plinth includes 2 side plugs and a decorative clutch.
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The assortment of paints in the presence (According to the catalog of paints RAL Classic) **

Classic series 

Glossy inks

Matte paints

1015m 3020m 6005m

7016m

3004m

6018m

1001m

7015m 9005m

2004m

9011m 9016m

1002 1013 1014 1015 1019 1027

1036 2012 3001

3012

1016 10261018 1028

4003 4005

5010 5015 5021 5025

6018 6024

8004 8012 8017 8023 9001 9005

9023

4001

5014 6002

8402 9016

3022 3032

9006

3020

5018

6026

1017

3204 4004

5026

6027 6028

8025

3002 3003

DESIGN-HEATERS

Wall heaters

UDEN-700. Сlassic-2004*

UDEN-700

Ceiling heatersWarm plinth 

UDEN-500

UDEN-300

UDEN-250

2001 2008 20112003 20042000

4006 4007

4011

1011

3018

6021

8003

1923

5002

1003

3015

6019

8002

9206

1200

5001 50095007

6029 6034

8001

6036 6505

1001

1034

3004

9022

6017

4009

7048

7040 7047

* Paint code according to the RAL Classic color catalog.
     

** Codes of colors of each model (according to the RAL Classic color catalog) - to the lest of the panel photo.

When manufacturing UDEN-S panels we use environmentally friendly
 powder painting technology. It provides good pperformance characteristics 
of the coating, its strength, durability, no odor when heated. Painted 
the surface easily withstands temperature changes and completely fireproof.

UDEN-500P
UDEN-200

UDEN-150

UDEN-100

Just choose the right model and order the color among the presented assortment of
colors. Additional colors are negotiated individually, according to the RAL classic catalog.

Do you want to make your interior design brighter and more expressive?
Emphasize all its advantages together with the single-color heaters of this series! 

UDEN-500D

UDEN-500K

Please note: the colors in the catalog may differ from the actual ones due 
to the color rendition printing. For actual color, consult representative 
of UDEN-S   .

Designer heaters have the same technical characteristics as the standard model. Their cost is 
indicated already taking into account the color or applied drawing.
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1001

1015

8017

1001

1015

8017

1001

1015

8017

1001

8017

1015

5015

5002

9005

Galaxy1859
грн

FrappeCaramel

3012

1013

8004

1034

1015 

8023

8003 8012

Zebra
Pomegranate

bracelet

9016

9005

3004

9005

Bordeaux

3004

1015

London fog

9007

9005    

Anthracite

9006

9005

Allegro seriesDESIGN-HEATERS

Tenderness of relaxing pastel shades and energy of bright yellow, green, red flowers  with design heaters of this –
series it is so easy in winter to dream about summer, warm evenings, sunny sea. 
They will create an atmosphere of ease and enhance color combinations in your interior.

Irish LatteCappuccino Tiramisu
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2004

1003

3004

Sunset Saffron

2004

1003

3004

6018

1003

6029

Brazil

5021

Beryl

1003

6018

6029

4005

Lagoon

5021 4003

4006

Sapphire

5002

9005

1003

2004

6029 5002

4005

50025021

6018

1003

6029
3004

RainbowViardot Amaranth

4003

4005

4006

Indigo

5002

4003

4005

4006

Tourmaline

DESIGN-HEATERS

Country

5015

5002

6034

6029 6018

1001 1015
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Marmalade

40014007

2008

1001

1013

Milos

50155002

8001

1001

1013

4005

5021

Curacao 

4006

4005

Magenta

5002

Miami

2011

5021

6034

1034 1018

1013 1003

6019

1013

6021

Mojito

Design-heater «Mojito» in the interior
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Mercury

1018

9023

9005

Orange

3020

20041003

6018 1026
6018

Lemon

1026

Quadro

6036

6018

9005

Somali 
Night 

9005

9016

1015

1011

8003

1002

8023 8017

AtacamaButterfly

1003

6018

6029

Vanilla

1002

6021

Vyatka 
Lace

6018 2004

8017

10011015

8003

Amazing, elegant, eye-catching design heaters of this series will be a worthy decoration even the most refined 
interior. After all, every drawing on such a heater is author's manual work, exclusive, which has no analogues 
in the world.

Design-heater
«Quadro» n the interior
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The painting and all drawings on UDEN-S design heaters are performed only manually, so they may differ slightly from each other on two identical 
models of production.

DESIGN-HEATERS Series Image  
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Glory
 to Ukraine Dawn

1003

5015

Blue Lotus

6018

1015

1034

9006

5021

6034

1018

1003

6018

Tree 
of Life

1015

9005

1034

Jellyfish Mendy

5010

6034

6019

5002

1018

1001

1003

Quiet 
Evening

1003

1034

2004

8003

Amulet

1001

1015

Design-heater «Amulet» in the interior
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Safari

9005

3004

1003

8003 2004

Nettis

4005

4003

4007

Newton's
Apple

3004 3020

2004 1003

6018

5015

9005

5002

2004

Letitia
Cherry 

Orchard

8017

Tiffany

9001

Rock 'n' Roll

1016

1003

6018

6029

Nymphalid

Lucretia

9001

Weightlessness

5021

6034
6018

9005

Salamander

9022

15DESIGN-HEATERS Series Image  
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4006

4003

5002

9005

1026

Extravaganza Lilu

6021

6002

1015

4006

4007

4001

9005

9016

9022

Fern Bamboo

8023

6002

1015

6021

9005

9022

7040

9005

9022

6034

5021

4007

4001

6034

5021

Silver 
Threads Tenderness Charm

8017

 Anabel                     

2012

1014

9022

Spring

1015

6002

6018

1003

9005

Autumn

1034

1011

8003

1002

8023

Siren

2012

9001

Remani
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Ariel

6034

8017

5021

1027

1923

Dana Ida

Lovebirds

20129005

8012 7048

Curiosity

9005

Crystal

Model:                         UDEN-500D

Nom. consumption:
Nom. voltage:
Dimensions (with fixings):
                 Width 
                 Length
                 Thickness 
V heating: 
S heating At h = 2.5 
Temperature Surface:       80 ± 5 °C
Weight:                             8.0 kg
 Installation method:         wall mounted 

405-472 W
220-230 V

350 mm
975 mm
14 (35) mm
20-25 m³
8-10 m²

7040

Irish Lace

4001

4009

4007

9016
8017

Evening 
Dew

1001

1015

5007

1001м

Seasons

Golden 
Lily 

1001

1011

1015

Model UDEN-500D
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Olaf and Sven

5015

9016

Cossacks

90229016

Little Sorceress                                              

4007

4003

4006

9016

4003

4006

9016

Lambs-Acrobats

9016

4007

5002

9005

Funny Aliens

1034

6018

Owl

9005

9016

Cat's HouseLittle House

9005

9016

Rafik  

1003

2004

1034

6018

2004

6018

9005

9016

Little Fairy

4007

5002 9005

4006

1015 1034

Series Image Kids 
                  (Children's Series Image) 
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Mexicans

Little
Hedgehog Cute Snail

9016

Timid RabbitsCats and Mice

1034

6018

1015

6002

9016

3015

9023

7047

9005

6018

1015

6024

9005

6018

1015

6024

9005 2004

2011 1034

9005 2004

2011 1034 1034

9016

3015

Marzipan 
House

Model:                            UDEN-300
Rated consumption:
Rated voltage:
Dimensions (with fixings):
                         Width 
                         Length
                         Thickness
V heating:
S heating at h = 2.5:
Surface temperature:
Weight:
Installation method:             wall mounted

288-336 W
220-230 V

240 mm
975 mm
14 (35) mm
12,5-15 m³
5-6 m²
80±5 С° 
6,0 kg

1018

1015

5021

6034

Funny 
Birds

9001 1013

19Series Image Kids 
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Giraffe

1015

1001

Constellation

Creation Sun

8003

8017

1015

8017

8017

8023

8017

Harley

8017
1001

8001

1015

8003

Model:                            UDEN-500K
Rated consumptionе:
Rated voltage:
Dimensions (with fixings):
                         Width 
                         Length
                         Thickness
V heating:
S heating at h = 2.5:   
Surface temperature:  
Weight:               
Installation method:              wall mounted

405-472 W
220-230 V

594 mm
594 mm
14 (35) mm
20-25 m³
8-10 m²
80±5 С° 
9,0 kg

Confidence

9016

9005

Cowboy

1001

1011

8003

Look Think Create

Leaf Fall Bike Lovey-dovey

9016м

7040 7040 7047

1015

1001

8012

1016

6018

9001

Just offer your own drawing, 
design or color gamma, 
and our designers will help realize 
your original idea into life!

Become an author 
of your unique heater!
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Marilyn

 Audrey

Charlie   Elvis

1001м

Sean

40056019 2011

1001м

Elizabeth

1001м

Design heater with hand painted 
«Audrey» in the interior

Design heater with hand painted
     «Marilyn» in the interior
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Diptychs (2 modules)

9005

9016

Little Town

475*978 mm
700 W

475*978 mm
700 W

Power diptych: 1,4 kW

475*978 mm
700 W

Power diptych: 0,7 kW

Panel on metal
"Glory to Ukraine"
In a wooden frame

300*320 mm

Ukraine

9005

9016

Journey 

9016

594*594 mm

Power diptych: 1 kW

594*594 mm

500 W 500 W

Polyptych  design heaters, consisting of several parts, connected by a general idea or plot, style of performance and a single color –
solution. Depending on the number of components, they are called diptychs (2 elements), triptychs (3), quadriptychs (4), polyptychs 
(5 or more elements).

Heating modules of polyptychs can have a variety of capacities, shapes and layouts relative to each other become a central element 
of the interior or emphasize other accents indoors. Premises that Heated by such design radiators, claim to individuality and 
uniqueness, and also talk about prosperity and the subtle taste of their master.

Power, dimensions and prices of UDEN-S  polytypes

The number of heating modules can be very different, according to your choice. In accordance with this, the total power heater 
and its price.

For example, in the Quadrifuge "Africa" (  see the next page), the heating element can only be the largest radiator (on the right, 
with the image of a tree), and the remaining modules - decorative, complementing it. In this case, the total power of the quadriptych 
is 0.7 kW. The same principle applies when choosing any other polyptych. Everything depends on the capacity, which is necessary
for the room where it will be located, and on the wishes of the customer.

The number of components of any polyptych can be increased or decreased, varied with colors, patterns, sizes and power. 
Our managers and designers will help you choose the heater that best complements your room, create in it an atmosphere of warmth, 
beauty and coziness.

Create a polyptych of your own design! We will support your desire for individuality and realize the very bold idea.

The price for each model is negotiated individually, depending on the capacity and number of elements.
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Quadriptychs (4 modules)

Africa Life

9005

3004

1003

8003 2004

8003

8017

1015

8017

1015

8017

8017

8023

475*330 mm
200 W

475*978 mm
700 W

594*594 mm
500 W Triptych power: 2 kWTriptych power: 1,3 kW

240*975 mm
300 W

240*975 mm
300 W

475*978 mm
700 W

Atlantis Irises

6034

5021

9006

1015

6018

1034

Triptych power *: 1,3 kW

Autumn Blues

1018

1003

6018

1015

9005

1034

240*975 mm
300 W

240*975 mm
300 W

475*978 mm
700 W

Triptych power: : 1,3 kW

240*975 mm
300 W

240*975 mm
300 W

475*978 mm
700 W

Triptych power: 1,3 kW

* Power, if all the elements are heating.

Triptychs (3 modules)

1001

Hipsters

7047

7040

Triptych power: 1,5 kW
594*594 mm

500 W
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Highway

 Purr                 

 Cosmos

Onyx

With UV-drawings
(Photoprint)

DESIGN-HEATERS

Technology of creating designer heaters with photo printing 
makes  it  possible to apply any high quality drawings 
with photographic accuracy and 100% color rendition.

UV-drawings on the heaters amaze with their beauty 
and realism. They are absolutely harmless, do not publish 
odors, and a special protective ultra-thin coating makes 
them durable and as stable as possible to mechanical 
damage.

Create your own unique heater, just ordering your image! 
See how cool it turned out for our customers.
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Heater UDEN-S

UV printing

Special coating

Physalis Lavender

Mega polis Walk

Models UDEN-700



Requirements for images for the order UV pattern: 

- resolution: 250-300 dpi; 
- format: tiff, jpg, png, psd, eps; 
- size: at least 2500 x 3500 pixels (at least 3 MB).

This can be your favorite photo, known reproduction, 
a landscape that captivates with its naturalness, 
a stylish 3D image or logo of your company

FireplaceGarden Roses

Models UDEN -500K

2228
грн Spider-Man

Bon Appetite

Space

Dewdrops

Design heater with photo printing
«Space» in the interior

25With UV-drawings
(Photoprint)
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Color palette of ceramic-granite design heaters

cocoa coffee

capri

honey

denim

mint

strawberry

 jade

quartz

terracotta

nut

azure

turquoise

onyx

khaki

coral 

emerald

aquamarine

ashenbluish

mélange graphite

Ceramic-granite design heaters are energy-saving heating panels and a real find for fans of non-standard design 
solutions. Their original shapes, textures and manually, the executed décor will become an integral part of any, 
even the most refined interior, emphasizing your unique style.

The surface of the heater can simulate any natural stone, texture of wood, clay, fabric, skin, traces of scuffs, 
antiquity, be matte, glossy, structured and have various forms and dimensions. The color palette is close to mild 
natural colors, although some heaters  differ by their  bright design accents.

Any heater can be purchased in the proposed colors. 
The order of the heater in another color is stipulated individually.

Please note: the colors of the heaters in different colors parties may 
differ from those in the catalog. For actual color, consult 
the representative of UDEN-S.

CERAMOGRANITE DESIGN-HEATERS26



The assortment includes floor and wall 
ceramic-granite design heaters that 
different bundled * and installation 
option. Choose the heater which is ideal 
for your premises.

Equipment

Fastening 

For the heater (staples)

Fastening 

For wall (brackets)

Make your wall heater floor standing and enjoy its soft warmth in every corner of the house - legs for ceramic granite heaters will perfectly 
cope with this task! Just choose the shape of the legs ** that you like more, and our manager will choose the color specifically for your 
heater model

Leg strap for ceramic heater

Dimensions:    600x90x120 mm
Material:         porcelain stoneware
Weight:           9.8 kg

Legs-cones for ceramic heater

Dimensions (height, diameter):   100, 190 mm
Material:                                       porcelain stoneware

Color:                                            any (on order)

  * The set of floor models includes individual legs to the heater. Legs for wall-mounted models To be ordered separately. 
** The possibility of using the legs to a particular heater model is indicated in its description

Legs for ceramic heaters

to your 
choice

The legs -ConesThe Leg- Bar

Wall-mounted heater accessories

Color:              any (on order)
Weight:                                         6,4 kg

CERAMOGRANITE DESIGN-HEATERS 27



GrungeFiligree

Glaze   

Dimensions,  5 мм:        785/460/30 mm±
Nom. Consumption:        387-450 W

3V heating:                       20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:       8-10 m

Weight:                           23 kg
Color:                              any (on order)
Installation method:        wall / floor

Glaze  

Dimensions,  5 мм:        975/465/30 mm±
Nom. Consumption:        495-577 W

3V heating:                       25-30 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:      10-12 m

Weight:                           29,5 kg
Color:                              any (on order)
Installation method:        wall / floor

Model:                             KEN-600 Model:                             KEN-500

28
«Tapestry 
Collection»

CERAMAGRANITE DESIGN-HEATERS

Smooth 
surface

Dimensions,   5 мм:         785/460/30 mm
Nom. Consumption:         387-450 W

3V heating:                        20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:       8-10 m

Weight:                            23 kg
Color:                               any (on order)
Installation method:         wall / floor

Model:                              KEN-500
±

Frost
Heaters «Tapestry collection» impress with a variety 
of relief drawings and smooth surfaces. 
Their textures correspond to the name heater and can be 
performed in one from flowers according to the presented 
assortment paints of ceramic-granite design heaters.
Décor of each heater is handmade, so two similar models 
have a slight difference and their pictures don't repeat 
one another.

Dimensions,   5 мм:         785/460/30 mm
Nom. Consumption:         387-450 W

3V heating:                        20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:       8-10 m

Weight:                            23 kg
Color:                               any (on order)
Installation method:         wall / floor

Model:                              KEN-500
±

Dimensions,   5 мм:         785/460/30 mm
Nom. Consumption:         387-450 W

3V heating:                        20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:       8-10 m

Weight:                            23 kg
Color:                               any (on order)
Installation method:         wall / floor

Model:                              KEN-500
±



Felix Hobbiton

Kitten Gav Spike

Dimensions (with legs),  5 мм:   565/640/35 (205) mm ±
Nom. Consumption:                     387-450 W

3V heating:                                    20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:                   8-10 m

Weight:                                        31 kg
Color:                                           any (on order)
Installation method:                    floor

Stepanych Cotofey

Dimensions (with legs),  5 мм:   555/610/35 (200) mm±
Nom. Consumption:                     387-450 W

3V heating:                                    20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:                   8-10 m

Weight:                                       29 kg
Color:                                           any (on order)
Installation method:                    floor

Dimensions (with feet),  5 мм : 485/830/40 mm±
Nom. Consumption:                    387-450 W

3V heating:                                   20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:                  8-10 m

Weight:                                       28 kg
Color:                                         any (on order)
Installation method:                   floor

Dimensions (with feet),  5 мм : 500/620/35 (120) mm±
Nom. Consumption:                    315-367 Вт

3V heating:                                  15-20 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:                  6-8 m

Weight:                                      28 kg
Color:                                         any (on order)
Installation method:                   floor

Dimensions (with legs),  5 мм :    830/540/40 (100) mm±
Nom. Consumption:                      387-450 W

3 V heating:                                    20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:                    8-10 m

Weight:                                         33 kg
Color:                                            any (on order)
Installation method:                      floor

Dimensions (with legs),   5 мм :    840/540/35 (115) mm±
Nom. Consumption:                      387-450 W

3V heating:                                     20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:                     8-10 m

Weight:                                         42 kg
Color:                                            any (on order)
Installation method:                      floor

Model:                                          KEN-500 Model:                                         KEN-500

Model:                                        KEN-500 Model:                                         KEN-500

Model:                                           KEN-500 Model:                                           KEN-500

Simple, recognizable characters and images are painted by skilled craftsmen manually.
They are a source of joy for the baby and soft ecological heating of the children's room.

29
«Children's
collection"»
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Attraction

CiliaQuay Quarter

Star Alatyr

Dogrose

There is a unique combination of the texture of ceramic granite and engraving.
Impressions and patterns on the stone look as a perfect reminder of the eternal 
beauty of the universe around us.

Romans

30 CERAMAGRANITE DESIGN-HEATERS «Collection Poetry
 in stone»

Dimensions,   5 мм:       785/460/30 mm±
Nom. Consumption:       387-450 W

3V heating:                      20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:       8-10 m

Weight:                          23 kg
Color:                             any (on order)
Installation method:       wall / floor

Model:                           KEN-500
Dimensions,  
Nom. Consumption:       387-450 W

3V heating:                      20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:       8-10 m

Weight:                          23 kg
Color:                             any (on order)
Installation method:       wall / floor

Model:                           KEN-500
 5 мм:       785/460/30 mm±

Dimensions,   5 мм:       785/460/30 mm±
Nom. Consumption:       387-450 W

3V heating:                      20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:       8-10 m

Weight:                          23 kg
Color:                             any (on order)
Installation method:       wall / floor

Model:                           KEN-500
Dimensions,  
Nom. Consumption:       387-450 W

3V heating:                      20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:       8-10 m

Weight:                          23 kg
Color:                             any (on order)
Installation method:       wall / floor

Model:                           KEN-500
 5 мм:       785/460/30 mm±

Dimensions,   5 мм:       790/520/40 (300) mm±
Nom. Consumption:       387-450 W

3V heating:                      20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:       10-12 m

Weight:                          40 kg
Color:                             any (on order)
Installation method:       floor

Model:                           KEN-500
Dimensions,  
Nom. Consumption:       387-450 W

3V heating:                      20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:       8-10 m

Weight:                          23 kg
Color:                             any (on order)
Installation method:       wall / floor

Model:                           KEN-500
 5 мм:       785/460/30 mm±



Pumpkin Lady

If you liked some kind of heater model, but you see its design (shape, color or pattern) a bit in another way or you want 
to order a ceramic-granite heater on your own sketch-boldly suggest your version, and we will try to implement it. 
The price and the deadline for fulfilling such orders are negotiated individually.

Custom-made ceramic heaters

Wind

Dimensions,  5 mm:      965/470/30 mm±
Nom. Consumption         495-577 W

3V heating:                       25-30 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:      10-12 m

Weight:                           32 kg
Color:                              any (on order)
Installation method:        wall mounted

Dimensions,  5 mm:      975/465/30 mm±
Nom. Consumption:        495-577 W

3V heating:                      25-30 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:     10-12 m

Weight:                          31,5 kg
Color:                             any (on order)
Installation method:       wall mounted

Model:                            KEN-600 Model:                            KEN-600
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Jasmine

Dimensions,  5 mm:        525/855/30 mm±
Nom. Consumption:        495-577 W

3V heating:                       25-30 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:      10-12 m

Weight:                           26,5 kg
Color:                              any (on order)
Installation method:       wall mounted

Model:                            KEN-600

 Chloe

Model:                            KEN-400
Dimensions,   5 mm:      550/550/35 мм±
Nom. Consumption:        315-367 W

3V heating:                       15-20 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:       6-8 m

Weight:                           22 kg
Color:                              any (on order)
Installation method:        wall mounted

Dimensions,    5 mm:        485/810/30 mm±
Nom. Consumption:         387-450 W

3V heating:                        20-25 m
2S heating at h = 2.5:       8-10 m

Weight:                            26 kg
Color:                               any (on order)
Installation method:        wall mounted

Model:                              КЭН-500

Giselle

Porcelain stoneware design 
«Pumpkin Lady» in the interior

CERAMAGRANITE DESIGN-HEATERS «Collection Poetry
 in stone»



Picture of your favorite drawing, pattern, hero, object decorating your interior, symbol or company 
logo - everything that you love, appreciate, everything that makes you worry again and again bright emotions 
and causes warmth, can be embodied in a hand-written authoring list design heaters UDEN-S.

See how we implemented the most original ideas of our customers, and now - owners not only of an economical
 heating system, but also of a unique work art, created exclusively for them!

is made using elements "Polygon-art" - 
one of the most interesting styles in graphic art

Design-heater «Determination»

Design Heater
«Inter»

Design Heater 
«House of Heat»

Design heater 
with Organ logo Hall 
of Dnepropetrovsk

ABOUT DESIGN

Popular among our Ukrainian and foreign partners are the so-called warm flags« ».
Beautiful, stylish and very patriotic, is not it?

Design Heater
«Britannia»

Design Heater
«Norway»

We can do almost everything - original drawings, intricate 
patterns, a variety of styles, techniques and types of graphics.

Use warm panels as an element of your corporate style, 
ordering the application of the company logo. This is non-
standard, beautiful and truly warm decision. The corporate 
logo helps to create favorable image in the eyes of partners 
and customers, forming a positive attitude towards 
your company. 

Such heaters will become a unique element in creating 
an interior design for an office space and the final note 
in the formation of a single corporate image.
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Original picture sent by parents 
of a small customer with an image 

favorite heroine baby from 
the cartoon «Monster High» - 

Operetta.

Design Heater
«Operetta»

Increased fragments of design-Radiator 
«Operetta»

Design Heater 
«The Cherry Orchard»

Design-heater «Cherry Orchard»
 in the kitchen of the customers

Figure fish on the wall design heater triptych created by the motive of the author's figure. It, like a painting of the refined 
picture of diptych on metal with the image of the heart, is addition to the heater and a surprise for the client from our 
designers.

Figures «Fish Robbie» and «Heart» from the collection of the famous German artist Thomas Hoffman, 
work which is the basis of the living room decorator  

Favorite service of the client «Cherry» in the Ukrainian style and heating equipment with a picture of its ornament, 
skillfully executed by the designer, complement the interior of the kitchen and bring the national coloring 
in a modern apartment.

We also make children's dreams
 come true.

The design heater above was made 
on an individual order for a seven-year 
room Girls, keen on the cartoon 
«Monster High».
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                 «All rooms and offices are warm and cozy»

«I, Shulga Vasily Dmitrievich, live in Kaniv really two years ago in one day I refused the central heating of the enterprise for 500 
square meters and purchased ceiling heating panels 60 by 60 cm in a quantity of about 30 pieces for all working rooms and offices. 
Friends and acquaintances frightened me - they said it would be cold in winter. But I took a chance to buy and install it. And even 
to my surprise the first winter passed without problems. 
The cost of these Panels in comparison with the cost of central urban heating (this is even before the rise in price of heating), I paid 
off For the first winter. Now I enter the third winter without fear and doubt. All rooms and offices are warm and cozy. Panels It is not 
visible at all - they are mounted in a false ceiling. It should also be noted that I have never included them in Maximum power. 
So I advise to buy these UDEN-S panels without a doubt and fear. Everything will be fine - warm and economically. Sincerely Vasily».

Shulga Vasily Dmitrievich, town of Kanev, 13.12.2016

                 «And now we have been heating up for three years with remarkable and economical heating»

 «Three years ago, opened a hair salon. It was summer, but it was necessary to think about winter. The room had no heating. 
They began feverishly fumbling on an Internet in search of economical and comfortable heating. UDEN fell on my eyes. I read, talked
 and talked, then analyzed and ventured. And now we have been heating up for three years a wonderful and Economical heating. 
We are satisfied. 
We have 700 three pieces. Consumption can not say exactly by heating how much, because there are still many electrical appliances 
(boiler, hair dryers, dryers, etc.). Last fall, we ordered a second hairdresser. In autumn they decided to go home. We have become 
interrupted by gas in the city, and we solved this problem! Thanks to the developers and creators for a wonderful heating system».

Natalia Ostapenko, Genichesk, 11.23.2016

«The work of the new UDEN-s was simply struck, really warm and very pleasant air, Not over dried!»

«Good day :). Ordered two heaters UDEN-s 700, came) well, seeing the size, not that I was glad, almost fell down in surprise, you 
just would have seen what was up to this :) (well, that would have approximated one heater pulled 2 kW per hour). The work 
of the new UDEN-s was simply struck, really warm and very pleasant air, not over-dried! AND honestly, after a couple of days of life 
with the new UDEN-s, I wanted to put one in each room, and I'm sure that in it soon this will happen:). 
I will not say that the minus, but I personally think it would be, the wires have already been screwed and white color, well, just
 an incredible service, although everything is fine, comfortable, culturally, honestly, pleasantly! Thank you. You are great! I will 
advise everyone, and still take myself)))! Let everything be all right! Thank you for the warmth! Vyacheslav Shershun and all and 
my family, very grateful, and grateful!»

Vyacheslav Shershun, 11.03.2016

                 «...Constructor of heating LOW BOW and many thanks!!!»

«Amazing people, while others do not put, do not use, do not want to believe in new technologies (in this case for heating). 
Well, for free. I put in a 3-room apartment, and almost a year paid for the purchase of UDEN-S, because they were Cheaper.
I installed the first one in the city, now ten families use them. 
Installation and calculation of heating at the level of secondary school, the more so that the company chewed everything up 
and painted on the site that they honor and praise. The heating designer is LOW BOW and thank you very much !!! People, dare, 
think soberly, not on skeptical emotions and will be satisfied. I want the employees of the company to express separate THANKS 
for a fast, competent and well-coordinated work with clients. Honor to you, and praise!»

Vitaliy, 03.09.2015               
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                 «...In operation it is simple and, what has still very much pleased me - is economical!»

«When choosing a heater for me, the most important factor was safety! After reading and reviewing a bunch of articles 
and characteristics, I realized that there is nothing safer than the products of the firm "UDEN-s". Without thinking for a long time, 
I bought 700-ku for testing, and did not regret a single second. The goods arrived on time, thanks to the workers for their 
punctuality!
As a result, the use of the device is very sufficient. I installed it myself for no more than 5 minutes. In operation it is simple and
I am still  pleased – it is economical !!! Next year I plan to install a full heating system of the company "UDEN-S"!!! »

Shagunov Nikolay, village. Talalaevka, Chernihiv region, 30.12.2015

                 «...Absolutely not afraid I left it turned on at night with a thermostat, and calmlyI was asleep: 
                 my child is warm and safe!»

«Good afternoon! Decided and I write your review. With heaters, UDENS accidentally ran into the Internet. I read all that she could 
on the Internet site. There was a lot of doubt: is it all as good as they write, what is the catch, is it really so economical? But curiosity 
prevailed, and I persuaded my husband to try to buy a panel as an extra heating for our child. Ordered, quickly arrived, installation 
took 10 minutes. Included ... and what was the surprise when the heat felt almost immediately, while it is so soft and pleasant. After 
a night of work the hygrometer showed the usual 55% humidity, which was very important in the children's room. The way it helped 
us out in the off-season when the central heating was cut down in April amid the cold, I can not convey. I am absolutely not afraid 
I left it on at night with a thermo regulator, and was quietly asleep: my child is warm and safe!
And I warmed up the end wall, which in the off-season began to mold in the corners, and this problem also left. And yes, I forgot 
to say about the bill for light, and so in comparison with an oil heater, which was switched on for a short time to  warm up the room 
slightly, the account was reduced approximately by 40%, which also became a pleasant bonus. The panel looks so aesthetically 
in the interior. All the guests ask at once, and what it is there so beautiful?! Thank you to the company UDENS for such a miracle 
for our home, system you success and prosperity!».

Irina Karachevtseva, Kharkov, 18.08.2015

                 «...I did not expect that it will turn out so beautiful and convenient»

«We have everything as usual, and that is, on the contrary, we first made repairs expensive, and then we realized that we urgently 
need to change heating, I just could not stand the repair again, so my husband offered an alternative - a warm plinth UDEN-S. 
I expected that it would turn out so beautifully and comfortably, the room is always warm; I'm not worried that the child accidentally 
touches,For accurate installation a special thanks to all the guys».

Victoria, Kiev, 18.05.2015

                 «...The guys installed everything quickly and in a few days the child did not have to be confused 
                 in a hundred clothes...»

«Since I'm the loudest mother in the kindergarten, I'm worried about the temperature in the room where the kids spend the whole  
day when in the fall the children began to get sick massively because the temperature was lower in the gaming room and the bedroom, 
I scored panic and achieved to put additional heating. At first many parents offered to put the usual Oil heaters, but I managed 
to convince them that it is not safe for the baby and offered infrared wall heaters UDEN-S and strangely enough many parents 
supported me. The guys installed everything quickly and after a few days our child did not need to be wrapped in a hundred clothes, 
and he normally felt himself in ordinary clothes».

Irina, 23.02.2015

                 «...they stopped freezing and it did not turn out very much in accounts for light»

«This cold winter was drowned weakly and we had an additional electric heating UDEN-S. I liked the attitude towards customers - 
picked up, advised, calculated. As a result, they did not freeze and in the bills for light it was not very high. I am satisfied with 
the heater as a whole.».

Svetlana Kasyanova, Kyiv, 25.05.2015
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Every feedback is important to us, because it is thanks to you that we improve and develop.
Send your feedback on the heaters and work of our company to info@uden-s.ua.
We will be glad to see you among our clients!



"UDEN-Ukraine" LLC, 
5a Zagorodnaya Str., Kirovograd, 
Ukraine, 25014

2017

FOR COOPERATION QUESTIONS, APPLY:

Foreign Economic Activity Department
+38 098 579-14-41
Skype: uden_s
Info@uden-s.ua

Dealer network development 
department in Ukraine
+38 097 305-30-40 
+38 050 512-47-03
info@uden-s.ua
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